The article is a review of studies of ionospheric effects carried out in ISTP SB RAS. The main results of GPS/GLONASS radio sounding of ionospheric disturbances of natural and anthropogenic origin are presented. The article is devoted to ionospheric effects of solar eclipses, solar flares, solar terminator, earthquakes, tropical cyclones, large-scale ionospheric disturbances of auroral origin, rocket launches. Dynamics of global electron content analysis is also presented. The special attention is paid on the influence of solar flares and ionospheric irregularities on GPS and GLONASS performance. The work is a tribute to the leader of
Introduction
The Earth's ionosphere is closely related to other geospheres. In this regard, the ionosphere can be considered as a natural indicator of disturbances in near-Earth space. Natural and anthropogenic disturbances may cause wave disturbances of ionospheric parameters and change the ionospheric dynamics throughout the world.
Development of the GPS and GLONASS systems has contributed significantly to ionospheric studies. The GPS/ GLONASS technology allows us to determine total electron content (TEC) variations along the path from a receiver to a satellite with the use of phase measurements at two frequencies. Ionospheric wave disturbances become detectable using several spaced GPS/GLONASS receivers. There are several scientific groups dealing with GPS/GLONASS ionospheric studies.
The global network of GPS/GLONASS stations consists of more than 3000 receivers now. Data from these receivers are freely available on the Internet. Along with the global network of GPS/GLONASS receivers, there are dense regional networks -in Japan (GEONET, more than 1200 receivers), Germany, Italy, etc. Some data from these networks are available on the Internet as well.
According to the concept of ''Global detector'' (GLOB-DET), the entire network of GPS/GLONASS receivers can be used as a network of tracking stations for examining the ionosphere (Fig. 1) . The spacing of GPS/GLONASS stations is uneven. In spite of this, now one can solve the problem of the global detection of disturbances with the spatial resolution, which was previously impossible. This paper is a review of studies of ionospheric response to natural and anthropogenic forcing on the Earth's ionosphere. The analysis is based on GPS sounding data. Presented here are the results of effects of solar eclipses, solar flares, solar terminator, earthquakes, tropical cyclones and large-scale disturbances having auroral origin. The ionospheric response to space vehicle launches is considered as anthropogenic forcing. The purpose of the current paper is to collect together and summarise the results of previous papers, and to highlight the contribution of Prof. E.L. Afraimovich to the area of ionospheric studies using GPS/GLONASS. The reader can find more details in the referenced papers.
GPS/GLONASS sounding of the ionosphere
The technique for reconstructing the oblique TEC with data from dual-frequency GPS/GLONASS receivers is fairly well developed and described in several papers (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 1992; . The TEC measurement unit is TECU (10 16 m À2 ). TEC along « receivers -satellite » line-of-sight can be determined from phase measurements as follows:
where L 1 k 1 and L 2 k 2 are the phase paths of radio signal (m); L 1 and L 2 represent the number of phase rotations at frequencies f 1 and f 2 ; k 1 and k 2 stand for the corresponding wavelengths (m); K is the unknown initial phase path caused by an unknown number of total phase rotations along the lineof-sight (LOS) (m); and nL are the errors in determining the phase path (m). The error in determining the absolute TEC from the group delay may be up to 30-50% (sometimes up to 100%) (Kunitsyn et al. 2007 ), whereas the error in determining TEC variations from phase measurements with formula (1) is less than 0.1% relative to the background concentration; the absolute TEC value is however unknown in this case.
At the L2 frequency, the signal-to-noise ratio is lower than those at the L1 frequency. It is due to the fact that GPS satellite's transmitter power at L2 is 6 dB less than that at L1 . The same is for the Russian GLONASS system. The transmitter power at L1 is 30 watt; that at L2, 21 watt (Perov & Kharisov 2005) . Moreover, majority of receivers have no access to the military ''Y'' code, and they are to use the codeless or semi-codeless receiving mode. In this case, signal-to-noise ratio is decreased. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio at L2 is, at best, 13 dB lower than the mode of fully coded receiving. The difference between L1 and L2 signal powers for semi-codeless receivers may be much more than 10 dB. So less strong scintillations (as compared with those for L1) can lead to L2 loss-of-lock. Consequently, information on the L2 signal lock loss may be considered as indirect evidence of GPS signal scintillations, and it may be used as an indirect parameter to reflect the scintillation level for all kinds of GPS receivers on a global scale (Afraimovich et al. 2002c (Afraimovich et al. , 2009d .
To study general dynamics of the ionosphere, TEC global maps can be used; their computation algorithm is presented in (Mannucci et al. 1998; Schaer et al. 1998 ). The technique for producing Global Ionospheric Maps (GIM) was developed by several laboratories (JPL, USA; CODE, Switzerland, etc.). Global Ionospheric Maps are generated using data from the worldwide network of GPS receivers in different research centres: Being developed in the above centres, the algorithms for reconstructing the TEC space-time distribution are described in detail in (Mannucci et al. 1998; Schaer et al. 1998; Hernandez-Pajares et al. 1999) . In spite of difference between these algorithms, the general concept of the absolute vertical TEC reconstruction is based on selection of optimal parameters for the selected model. For the chosen model the expected ionospheric correction is calculated for real GPS lines-of-sight. The estimated correction values are then compared with the measured one for different parameters of the N(h) profile model. This process is repeated until disparities are minimal. After that, the vertical TEC for GIM cell is calculated for evaluated model parameters. In some cases, model of the thin ionospheric layer at the given height is used; sometimes, a dual-layer voxel model is employed. For the chosen model, values of the expected ionospheric correction for the value of distance to the GPS satellite are calculated for real values of GPS angle of view. The estimated correction values are then compared with the measured ones. For different parameters of the N(h) profile model, this process is repeated until disparities are minimum. Next, the vertical TEC equal to the mean TEC for the corresponding GIM cell is calculated for the optimal N(h) profile (with minimum root mean square).
The spatial range of GIMs in IONEX format (ftp://cddisa.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/ionex/) is from 0°to 360°i n longitude and from À87.5°to 87.5°in latitude; dimensions of the elementary GIM cell are 5°in longitude and 2.5°in latitude. For each moment of time with temporal resolution of 2 h, values of the vertical TEC I i,j are known from IONEX files; here, indices i, j denote coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the GIM cell.
Ionospheric effects of solar eclipses
Observations of ionospheric disturbances during solar eclipses make it possible to obtain information on processes in the Moon's shadow and its vicinities. Besides, variations in solar flux can be estimated quite precisely. In the general case, the ionospheric response to the Moon's umbral shadow passing through the upper atmosphere manifests itself in: -the TEC decrease; -increase in the minimum height of the F layer; -increase in actual reflection height of radio waves of different frequencies; -drop in concentration in the F-layer maximum.
These effects are typical of transition to the night-time ionosphere.
In 1998, Afraimovich et al. (1998) performed the first study of ionospheric effects of solar eclipses, based on GPS data. This paper was followed by a large amount of data obtained in Tsai & Liu (1999) . The main parameters of the ionospheric response to eclipses are the delay value s relative to the maximum phase of eclipse, its amplitude A and duration DT. Almost all the papers dealing with the ionospheric response to solar eclipses provide estimation of these parameters. Table 1 lists measurements of these parameters with GPS. Column ''Technique'' shows data on the temporal resolution of method and the number n of stations being used.
Values s, A, DT obtained from studying the ionospheric response to total solar eclipses with GPS differ significantly. Value s varies from 0 to 140 min; A, from 0.15 to 15 TECU; DT, from 50 to 240 min. Such a difference may be caused by the difference in longitudinal and latitudinal ranges over which the study was carried out, as well as by season, technique for GPS data processing and geomagnetic conditions. The paper by Tsai & Liu (1999) , for instance, deals with the study conducted near the magnetic equator. Thus, TEC series include not only the response to solar eclipses but also variations caused by dynamics of the equatorial anomaly. Le et al. (2009a Le et al. ( , 2009b studied ionospheric behavior in conjugate hemispheres during This is due to low temporal resolution of standard GIM (2 h). Parameter DT is 1-1.5 h which is evident from data taken from different papers.
Regional networks of GPS receivers have provided a new possibility of analyzing solar eclipses. The solar eclipse of 22 July 2009 took place near GEONET, the densest network of GPS receivers (1220 stations). This fact made it possible to establish a nearly linear decrease in amplitude of the ionospheric response from À0.4 down to À0.15 TECU with distance away from trajectory of the total eclipse. This is obvious from the spatial distribution of amplitude of 60-min TEC variations (boundary of 90% obscuration of the Sun is shown by the black circle in Fig. 2 ).
Ionospheric effects of solar terminator
Early researches have revealed that the motion of solar terminator (ST) generates acoustic-gravity waves (AGWs), instabilities and fluctuations in ionospheric plasma (Cot & Teitelbaum 1980; Somsikov 1983 ). Among all AGW sources, moving ST has a special place. Its spatial and temporal characteristics are well known. However, all experimental studies have mainly been conducted at certain stations, using indirect methods of spectral analysis. Besides, they have been made only for temporal variations of ionospheric parameters that can be affected by various factors.
In 2008, Afraimovich et al. 2009a ) first confirmed the existence of the wave structure generated by STs moving above the USA, Europe and Japan with the use of GPS TEC data. They analysed several days in autumn and winter. The TEC disturbances can be divided into two groups ( Fig. 3a) : The first group of disturbances was predicted in theoretical studies. Besides, it was recorded before with different ionospheric-sounding techniques. The second group of disturbances is referred to as travelling wave packets (TWPs). It was first identified as a new manifestation of ''terminator'' waves.
The TWP generation is observed when values of the TEC time derivative are maximum. Their duration is 1-2 h. The recording starts 2-3 h after the ST appearance at 100 km. LS and MS disturbances of TEC are observed along the ST front over a distance of no less than 1600 km. The TWP relative amplitude (~0.2%) and time period (~15 min) are quite small. This is the most probable reason why this phenomenon has never been recorded before.
More detailed studies of TWP reveal that TWP fluctuations last about 10-30 min, the total duration can be up to 6 h and the wavelength is from 100 to 300 km (Afraimovich et al. 2009a; Afraimovich et al. 2010b ). The TWP spatial structure is characterised by a high degree of anisotropy and coherence at more than 10 wavelengths (Fig. 3b ). AGW and their related TIDs are known to propagate at no more than 3-5 wavelengths, with no significant attenuation, variation in its form or loss of coherence (Drobzhev et al. 1991) . At the same time, MS TWPs can propagate as far as~1000 km .
A large amount of statistical material was used to analyse TWP spectral characteristics. Spectral characteristics of TEC variations were analysed using data for different seasons of 2008. Each dynamical spectrum was calculated using 3 · 10 7 rows of continuous raw data (Afraimovich et al. 2009b) . The time of the TWP appearance was found out to depend greatly on season. In winter, TWPs in the Northern hemisphere are observed mainly 3 h after the passage of the morning solar terminator, when the TEC derivative is maximum (Afraimovich et al. 2009b) . At equinoxes, TWPs appear after the ST passage without any significant delay or lead. In summer, TWPs are recorded 1.5-2 h prior to the ST appearance at an observation site ( Fig. 4 ). It was found later that seasonal variations of TWP recording time correspond well with the moment of the ST passage over the magneto-conjugate area ).
Recording of TWPs 1.5 h prior to the ST passage over an observation site is the strongest argument for no AGW model of wave packets. This is true, at least, for the night-time summer observations. For each season, connection between the TWP appearance and the ST appearance at the magneto-conjugate point is observed. This implies that the TWP generation depends on a number of phenomena at magneto-conjugate points and in the magnetic field line that connects these points (Afraimovich et al. 2009c ). These findings are in qualitative agreement with simulation results (Huba & Joyce 2000) . Model SAMI2 showed that rapid heating (cooling), which occurs at sunrise (sunset), excites ion-sound waves with periods of about tens of minutes (Huba & Joyce 2000) . These waves can exist during the period of about 1-3 h at altitudes~1000 km.
Ionospheric effects of solar flares
Solar radiation affects the Earth's upper atmosphere. The sharpest variations in ionising radiation in near-Earth space are observed during solar flares (SFs). SF is a sudden and rapid release of energy in the upper chromosphere and lower corona of the Sun. Energy of about 10 23 -10 25 J is released during powerful SFs, which is much less than the total energy flux from the Sun (more than 10 40 J). However, SF qualitatively changes the spectral composition of solar radiation. In the X-ray range of the spectrum, energy flux increases significantly (up to 10 5 times). In the UV range, it increases by tens of percent. This magnitude is smaller but, nevertheless, it is rather significant (Mitra 1974) .
The paper (Afraimovich 2000) puts forward a new technique for global GPS detection of response to SFs. This tech-nique is now widely used all over the world, together with other solar observation satellites (Liu 2004) . To determine the ionospheric response to SFs, the method of coherent summation of TEC time derivatives was employed. These values were determined simultaneously for all the GPS satellites, at all GPS stations under analysis. Measurements of parameters of the ionospheric response to SFs were presented in (Donnelly 1971; Mendillo et al. 1974; Mitra 1974; Liu 1996; Thomson et al. 2005; Afraimovich et al. 2001b; Qian 2011) . The height region of response, which is mainly responsible for TEC variations, has been first determined in . The analysis relied on the use of the effect of the atmosphere's partial obscuration by the Earth (Fig. 5 ). LOSs near the ST boundary were chosen for the technique suggested in (Afraimovich 2000) . These paths pass through the atmosphere in the umbra region and through the lighted atmosphere. Intersection of LOS and ST boundary is at altitude h 0 . The response amplitude measured in the beam may be thought of as being equal to the response in the lighted area.
The technique suggested was used to study the ionospheric TEC response to several X flares. Two types of the TEC absolute increment DI were detected, depending on the shadow height h 0 for the events under consideration (Figs. 5b and 5c) (Leonovich & Taschilin 2008 ). The upper scale shows the shadow height h 0 dependence on the relative TEC response DI/I 0 (in percent), where I 0 is the TEC response amplitude registered at completely sunlit LOS (h 0 = 0). Figure 5c shows the firsttype event. Here, the TEC response takes place in the topside ionosphere (h 0 > 300). During the second-type events (Fig. 5c ), there is no TEC response above 300 km.
An analysis was conducted to obtain characteristics of the flares under consideration (X-ray and optical, localisation on the Sun) in their relation to appearance of the TEC response above 300 km. No peculiarities were revealed. In some cases ( Fig. 5b) , the contribution of the topside ionosphere to TEC reached 30%. In other cases, the response was observed only below an altitude of 300 km (Fig. 5c ) regardless of the flare class and localisation on the Sun. We assume that this phenomenon can be caused by different spectra of the flares under consideration. Figure 6 presents the ionospheric response in separate satellite-receiver paths (a, d), integral response of the ionosphere (b, e) and X-radiation flux measured by BATSE spectrometer (c) and GOES-10 satellite (f) for a powerful flare M4.6 of 14 July 1998 (a-c) and a faint flare C2.5 of 29 July 1999 (d-f). The integral response manifests itself quite well even during the faint flare ( Fig. 6e) ; it is, however, invisible along some paths ( Fig. 6d ).
Observations of the ionospheric response to the powerful SFs of 23 September 1998 and 29 July 1999 were used to estimate an effective relaxation time of electrons in the ionosphere at increasing TEC values. Value s of relaxation time was 60-100 s.
Using the GPS technology, (Afraimovich et al. 2002b; Zhang et al. 2002; Leonovich et al. 2010) analysed the dependence of the TEC response amplitude to SFs upon location of flares on the solar disc (their distance from the central solar meridian) for different flares (C, M, X). Empirical dependence of the TEC response amplitude in the ionosphere M(F) upon the maximum power of SFs in the soft X-ray band (1-8 A) F has the form (Afraimovich et al. 2002b) :
Studies of the height contribution to the TEC response to SFs have revealed special conditions that may arise during a SF. Under these conditions, electron concentration increases and decreases in the lower and outer ionosphere, respectively (Leonovich & Taschilin 2008) . According to simulation results (Leonovich & Taschilin 2009 ), decrease in electron concentration in the outer ionosphere is caused by outflow of O+ ions towards the plasmasphere. After the ''switching-off'' of a flare, plasma pressure in the F2 region decreases rapidly. Difference in pressure between the upper and lower ionosphere cannot maintain O+ ion flow in the upward direction anymore. As a result, the ionosphere returns to its undisturbed state.
Influence of solar flares and ionospheric irregularities to the GPS/GLONASS performance
Operational reliability of the GPS system is greatly influenced by the state of near-Earth space. On the one hand, this influence should be taken into account when addressing scientific and technical questions related to operational reliability of the GPS system. On the other hand, presence of failures can characterise the state of the near-Earth space. Several papers have shown that ionospheric irregularities can result in significant amplitude and phase distortions of GPS signals (Aarons 1999; Kintner et al. 2001; Concer 2003; Beach & Groves 2004; Béniguel et al. 2004; Campos de Rezende 2007; Kintner et al. 2009; Ledvina et al. 2002; Mushini et al. 2012; Shanmugam et al. 2012) . Irregularities occurring during the main phase of a magnetic storm within the auroral oval lead to a dramatic increase in density of ranging and positioning errors. This is also correct for irregularities in the regions with increased gradient of electron concentration (Afraimovich et al. 2002c (Afraimovich et al. , 2009d Afraimovich et al. 2004; Datta-Barua et al. 2003; Meggs et al. 2008) .
During the magnetic storms on 29-30 October 2003 (Fig. 7) , positioning error r(t) was up to 70-230 m. Spikes of dependences r(t) (Fig. 7e ) coincide with periods A, B, C of the most significant variations in intensity of the geomagnetic field. Positioning errors increase dramatically not only within the auroral zone but also in the Southwestern United States, at low (30-35°N) latitudes. The increase in positioning error is accompanied with increase in mean regional values of root-mean-square deviations of TEC variations in the range of periods of 20-60 min. (A(t), Fig. 7b ) and 1-10 min. (B(t), Fig. 7c ). Series A(t) and B(t) corresponding to LS and MS TID are similar for distant regions. However, increase in amplitude of TEC variations in the Southwestern United States starts about 1 h later. This implies that LS AGWs having large amplitude and propagating from the auroral oval generate intense medium-scale ionospheric irregularities. These MS irregularities provoke signal degradation and increase in positioning error (Ledvina et al. 2002; Meggs et al. 2008; Afraimovich et al. 2009d) .
Subsequent research has revealed that ionospheric irregularities giving rise to strong scintillations may penetrate to middle latitudes both from the auroral oval and equator (ionospheric bubbles). The experiment of 12 February 2000 revealed many unusual GPS phase slips at the L2 frequency (Ma & Maruyama 2006; Afraimovich et al. 2011) . That day coincided with the main phase of magnetic storm (Dst-100 nT). For analysis, we used data from the dense GPS array GEONET (~1000 receivers) deployed over the Japanese Islands.
The slips were shown to be caused by scintillations of GPS signals. These scintillations resulted from the scattering on small-scale irregularities being a part of larger-scale ones. Large-scale intense plasma irregularities were generated at the equator and oriented along magnetic field lines (Anderson & Shtraus 2005; Ishin et al. 2009; . Maximum number of phase slips corresponded to the line-of-sight (LOS) direction along and across the magnetic field line at the F-region maximum height. Figure 8 presents dependence of slip density P(c) on the angle between LOS and the magnetic field c. Measurements made by two satellites show an increase in the number of slips at an angle c of about 90°; measurements made by two other satellites, at an angle c of about 0°. As for satellite PRN13, there were phase slips at the additional frequency at ionospheric heights (in more than 30 percent of cases) when the satellite-receiver path was directed along the magnetic field. The reasons for failures of carrier phase tracking can be both decrease in signal level due to ionospheric irregularities and increase in background noise level due to various factors. For instance, a major contribution is made by broadband solar radiation during SFs (Cerruti et al. 2006; Carrano et al. 2007; Afraimovich et al. 2008b .
On 6 December 2006, there was a flare whose intensity of radio emission was at least two orders of magnitude higher than that of the known flares. Using data from the global GPS network, phase slips Q(t) at the L2 frequency and count omissions W(t) characterising phase slips at both frequencies were obtained during the most powerful radio bursts ( Fig. 9 ) (Afraimovich et al. 2009e ). According to data from all receivers aboard certain satellites, more than 80 percent of measurements were accompanied by slips at both frequencies, responsible for count omissions (Fig. 9c and 9d) . The count omissions coincided with degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 9b , according to data from the special-purpose GPS receiver). GPS functioning on the Earth's daylight side was partially disrupted for 5-10 min (Afraimovich et al. 2009e ). High accuracy GPS positioning which required reliable signal reception at both frequencies was disrupted at 10-20 percent of stations on the daylight side.
The results of comparison of the stabilities of GPS and GLONASS system operation are presented below. Figure 10 presents dependences of relative density P(t) of failures when measuring parameters of navigation signals L1, C1, L2, P1, P2. Receivers on the daylight side were used for analysis. Grey (Afraimovich et al. 2008b Demyanov et al. 2013) . Figure 10 shows that measurements of L1 and C1 parameters at the main GPS-GLONASS frequency are least subject to failures. At this frequency, the transmitter power is higher. On 6 December, for instance, no failure of L1 or C1 was recorded ( Fig. 10a ). Only on 13 December at 03.34 UT, short-term failures of L1 and C1 at GPS-GLONASS frequencies were recorded. Besides, the maximum density of failures Qmax for all parameters of GLONASS signals (apart from L1 and C1) were 2-4 times less than for those of GPS signals.
Ionospheric response to tropical cyclones
Tropical cyclones (TCs) are the powerful tropospheric vortical disturbances. TCs can generate internal atmospheric waves (IAWs) with periods of 1-150 min. IAWs can penetrate into the ionosphere and manifest themselves as travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) (Hocke & Schlegel 1996; Lastovicka 2006) . Using GPS occultation technique Bishop et al. (2006) showed that there is an increase in gravity wave activity and F region scintillation. Mao et al. (2010) using TEC maps showed that TEC of the typhoon region is larger than TEC monthly median of that region, then the increment begins to decline after typhoon landing and becomes below zero a day after landing.
Using GPS data, we made an experimental estimate of the ionospheric response to tropical cyclones (Polyakova & Perevalova 2011 To analyse ionospheric disturbances produced by cyclones, we selected the following time intervals:
-when geomagnetic conditions were quiet; -when cyclones reached their peak intensity.
We picked out time series of TEC variations obtained in the evening or at night (LT) when the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) was absent. This can be explained by the fact that ionospheric irregularities are highly probable in the EIA region. Initial time series of TEC variations were filtered for two periods: 02-20 and 20-60 min. To determine spatial localisation of the disturbances observed, we mapped the TEC variation intensity in the region covered by cyclones. The obtained distributions of TEC disturbances were compared to maps of near-ground meteorological parameters (pressure, meridional and zonal wind speeds). Maps of meteorological parameters were constructed from NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd). Figure 11 demonstrates spatial and temporal dynamics of TEC variations with the period of 20-60 min, and variations in near-ground pressure during Katrina. Black lines with variable line weights depict trajectories of ionospheric points for satellites PRN02, PRN04, PRN07, which were observed at 10 GPS stations in the evening/at night (LT). Each point size is proportional to amplitude of TEC variations recorded along the given receiver-satellite path.
We revealed an increase in TEC variations in the range of periods of 2 to 20 min and of 20 to 60 min. When TC reached its peak intensity, amplitude of recorded TEC disturbances was more than 2.5 times higher than the fluctuation level under undisturbed conditions (Fig. 11b ). Intensity of TEC variations was higher along the receiver-satellite paths closest to the cyclone (KYW1 and MIA3, see Fig. 11b ). There were almost no TEC variations recorded along the paths remote from the area covered by the cyclone. Intensity of TEC disturbances decreased drastically with wind speed of cyclone decreasing down to 30 m/s. Amplitude of TEC variations with periods of 20-60 min increased more significantly than that of shortterm (2-20 min) disturbances. Unlike variations with periods of 2-20 min, increase in intensity of long-term TEC disturbances was recorded along the paths remote from the cyclone trajectory (AMC2 and WIL1, see Fig. 11b ). This implies that the zone with large-scale TEC disturbances covered a large area. The ionospheric response to TCs Rita and Wilma was found to be significantly weaker than that to TC Katrina.
Thus, a region of ionospheric plasma irregularities appears in the ionosphere above the cyclone trajectory. Radius of the region is about 2000 km from the cyclone centre when it reaches its peak intensity. Disturbances with long periods cover a large area. The region forms when the cyclone is at hurricane stage; it follows the cyclone and disappears when wind speed of TC is less than 30 m/s.
Ionospheric response to earthquakes
Earthquakes are known to be a source of atmospheric and ionospheric disturbances. Vertical surface displacements resulting from earthquakes generate shock acoustic waves (SAWs) in the neutral atmosphere; they propagate vertically upwards, and their amplitude increases significantly with height, since the atmospheric density decreases. Upon reaching the ionosphere, SAWs generate disturbances in the ionosphere (coseismic ionospheric disturbances, CIDs) due to interaction between the neutral and charged components. Calais et al. (1998) first detected the ionospheric response to earthquakes using GPS. Following Calais et al. (1998) , (Afraimovich et al. 2001a (Afraimovich et al. , 2006a (Afraimovich et al. , 2010a Heki 2011; Rolland et al. 2011 ) conducted a detailed study of the CID spatial and temporal characteristics. According to the theoretical model (Rudenko & Uralov 1995) , acoustic disturbance propagates in a narrow cone of zenith angles from the earthquake epicentre to ionospheric heights and then, in the form of a spherical wave, it propagates at velocities close to the sound speed at these heights. The application of GPS data allowed us to validate this model experimentally for the first time (Afraimovich et al. 2006a ). The wave propagation during the 25 September 2003 Tokachi-oki is schematically presented in Figure 12 as an example.
Using the analysis of data after the destructive earthquake of 12 May 2008 in Wenchuan Province (China) as an example, Afraimovich et al. (2010a) have shown that the plane front of TEC disturbances in the ionosphere (at about 500 km from the source) is parallel to the fault line.
World's densest network of GPS receivers GEONET (Japan) allowed us to analyse the evolution of CID propagating at more than 2000 km. CID was generated by the earthquake of 4 October 1994 near the Kuril Islands and was detected by the nearest GPS receivers~10 min after the earthquake. The estimated near-field propagation speed was~990 m/s, which is close to the sound speed at ionospheric heights. At a distance of 600-700 km away from the epicentre, the coseismic perturbation was split into two separate modes ). This two-mode CID propagation is well discernible on the distance-time diagram (Fig. 13) . The diagram is plotted from the temporal TEC dependence and from the distance from Fig. 9 . Phase slips and count omissions for different GPS satellites during the solar flare of 6 December 2006 (a, b, d) . Radio spectrum in the range from 1.2 to 2.0 GHz, recorded by the solar spectrograph OVSA (e). Signal-to-noise ratio (from Cerruti et al. 2006 ) at the main GPS frequency f1 (b), according to data from the special-purpose GPS receiver aimed at recording GPS signal scintillations (figure taken from Afraimovich et al. 2009e). the source (centre of surface uplift) to ionospheric points calculated from the great circle distance. According to Figure 13 , the separate modes are characterised by quite different values of propagation velocities: 2.7-3.0 km/s (fast mode) and 600-660 m/s (slow mode). The fast mode was most likely triggered by the propagation of Rayleigh surface waves, the slow mode corresponds to acoustic waves ).
In the meantime, the TEC response does not always have the form of N-wave (as was previously stated) and is probably dependent on the focal mechanism of an earthquake ). Comparative analysis of the ionospheric TEC response to three earthquakes with different focal mechanisms has been conducted ). The authors have analysed three events: on 4 October 1994 (Thrust+normal fault), on 15 November 2006 (thrust) and on 13 January 2007 (normal fault). The analysis has shown that the N-shaped TEC response occurs after a thrust-fault earthquake, whereas normal fault earthquake seems to generate the inverse N-wave perturbation.
It should be noted that, a specific generation mechanism of ionospheric disturbances during an earthquake is usually quite a complicated process. It depends on many factors. More thorough observations and study of the seismo-ionospheric coupling are thus needed.
Statistics of GPS measurements during earthquakes, space vehicle launches and industrial explosions shows the similarity between SAW ionospheric responses. In certain cases, there may nevertheless be some peculiarities depending on the SAW source origin.
Ionospheric response to rocket launches
Analysis of the ionospheric response to rocket launches has a special place in the study of SAWs (Afraimovich & Kiryushkin 2002; Afraimovich et al. 2002d; Kiryushkin et al. 2008) . Such studies are conducted throughout the world (e.g., Ozeki & Heki 2010) . We examined responses to launches of Proton, Soyuz, Dnepr and Zenith rockets from the Baikonur Cosmodrome (Kazakhstan), Space Shuttles from Kennedy Space Center (KSC, USA) and Shenzhou-2 spacecraft from Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center (China) over the period 1998-2001. All rocket launch information was taken from the following websites: http://www.flato-day.com; http://www.spacelaunchnews.com; http://www.ksc.nasa.gov; http://www.isllaunch.com. Figure 14 exemplifies some launches. Curves depict TEC time dependences dI(t) after trend removal. Thick curve presents TEC variations on launch day; thin curves correspond to one day before and one day after the launch. On the background of slow TEC variations, one can easily see typical variations determined by the SAW propagation. The SAW ionospheric response has been found to be a bipolar pulse during all rocket launches. Such a pulse corresponds to the classical N-wave of the shock wave. The response conforms to the SAW pressure profile: positive half-period corresponds to the SAW contraction phase; negative, to the SAW exhaustion phase. The response does not depend on a type of carrier rocket, on local time, season or magnetic activity level.
The experience of studying a large number of rocket launches using the GPS TEC data allows us to state that reliable detection of SAWs generated by space vehicle launches is vir-tually independent of season, time of day or geomagnetic conditions. Thus, probability of detecting disturbances is~100%.
The recorded responses have the following parameters:
-relative amplitude of TEC variations varies in the range from 0.2 to 2%; this equal variations in local concentration in the F2 layer within 0.6-6%; -wavelength is from 300 to 1000 km; -spatial dimensions of the spherical wavefront are up to 2000 km; Relative amplitude of TEC variations was found to be dependent on the angle between wave vector of disturbance and direction of the Earth's magnetic field, and independent of the level of geomagnetic activity.
Our data are in agreement with the mechanism presented in (Li et al. 1994; Calais & Minster 1996; Nagorsky 1998) . These authors believe that the SAW generation occurs when a rocket with operating engine moves in a nearly horizontal direction along the acceleration segment of trajectory (at heights of the lower atmosphere, 100-130 km). The rocket travels this segment at supersonic speeds, 100-300 s after the launch. The distance from the launch pad is no less than 500 km. As soon as the rocket reaches the altitude of about 100 km at supersonic speeds, the SAW source is ''switched on''.
Large-scale ionospheric disturbances of auroral origin
A geomagnetic storm is a complicated event in near-Earth space. Researches into LS TIDs with the use of GPS data are conducted all over the world (e.g., Ding et al. 2007) . During strong storms, the ionosphere experiences significant changes. Its state depends on many parameters such as season, solar activity phase, time of storm commencement, magnitude of disturbance and state of the ionosphere before storm. Using the GLOBDET complex, characteristics of large-scale travelling ionospheric disturbances (LS TIDs) during 16 strong geomagnetic storms of 1998-2006 were determined .
As a result of the magnetic storm, large-scale TEC disturbances occur almost simultaneously in the ionosphere in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. These disturbances are the solitary waves (Afraimovich et al. 2005) . Characteristic duration of LS TIDs is from 30 to 80 min. Extension of the LS TID front exceeds 3000 km. Relative amplitude of the TEC disturbance dI/I in LS TIDs is from 10 to 14%. Computer simulation was carried out and compared to results of ionosonde measurements. The analysis has revealed that dI/I (10-14%) corresponds to relative amplitude of disturbances of the electron density Ne in the F-layer maximum dNe/Ne (about 40-50%) .
The analysis of experimental data has shown that LS TIDs propagate in the direction close to the equatorial one, to distances up to 4500 km. In the Northern Hemisphere, the propagation azimuth a is from 160°to 240°; in the Southern, it is about 330°. The horizontal velocity of wave propagation Vh varies from 300 to 1200 m/s and is different for different storms and longitudinal sectors.
Extensive research into form of the wavefront and into velocity of the LS TID propagation was carried out, using the storm of 29 October 2003 as an example . In order to determine phase velocity and form of the wavefront in the Northern Hemisphere, all available GPS stations in the Northern Hemisphere were divided into five zones: Western American (A), Eastern American (B), European (C), Eastern Asian (D) and Far Eastern (E) ones (Fig. 15 ). LS TIDs were found to occur on the southern boundary of the auroral oval after a sudden storm commencement (SSC). Analysis of the spatial distribution of maxima and minima of TEC disturbances revealed that LS TIDs had a ring-shaped front. Centre of the ring was near the North Magnetic Pole (NMP). Velocity and direction of disturbance propagation was dependent on longitude. The lowest speed (700 m/s) was recorded in the night-time hemisphere where TEC values were minimum; the highest speed (1600 m/s), in the daytime hemisphere where TEC values were maximum. LS TIDs were propagating in the equatorial direction. However, the so-called ''swirling'' effect of propagation in the direction opposite to the Earth's rotation was found ). The swirling is provided by the westward zonal velocity component. In the night and day sectors, the propagation direction was near the meridional one; in the morning and evening sectors, the zonal velocity component was larger than the meridional one (Fig. 15 ). The westward deviation of the LS TID propagation has been mentioned in other papers (Kvavadze et al. 1988; Balthazor & Moffett 1999; Hall et al. 1999 , Afraimovich et al. 2000 . These findings are in agreement with other researcher's findings. The westward swirling of the LS TID wave front was recorded when examining effects of the magnetic storm of 25 September 1998 with the use of data from North American stations (Afraimovich et al. 2000) . The wave vector direction varied along the wave front from 245°(longitude of 16:00 LT) to 177°(longitude of 19:00 LT). The propagation direction became more and more equatorial when approaching the local night-time. Besides, all authors who present numerical values of the LS TID azimuth point out the westward azimuth deviation of 10-20° (Kvavadze et al. 1988; Balthazor & Moffett 1999; Hall et al. 1999) . Most authors attribute this to the Coriolis effect on the AGW propagation in the atmosphere. The question of reasons for the LS TID travel deviation from the equatorial direction is still open.
Using GPS network data, the theory, according to which the LS TID background gradients Ne are augmented and the increase in intensity of smaller-scale irregularities accompanies LS TIDs, has been corroborated experimentally for the first time. The magnetic storm of 29-31 October 2003 was studied as an example to verify the hypothesis about generation of small-scale ionospheric irregularities due to the propagation of strong LS TIDs (Afraimovich et al. 2006d) . Several GPS stations located in the American sector along the great-circle arc (where LS TIDs were propagating) were used for analysis. TEC variations dI(t) filtered for the periods of 20-60 and 1-10 min are presented in Figure 16 . LS TIDs were propagating from the Northeastern to the Southwestern USA. In the regions with maximum LS TID amplitude, intensity of dI(t) within the range of 1-10 min was one order of magnitude higher. This corresponds to amplification of ionospheric plasma irregularities of the scale from 10 to 100 km or even from 100 to 1000 m, considering the fact that the ionospheric irregularity spectrum is the power law spectrum. As the LS TID amplitude attenuated, amplitude of small-scale disturbances decreased too. This tendency can be observed in other storms as well.
Global electron content
In 2006, Afraimovich et al. have developed technique and software package for determining global electron content (GEC) (Afraimovich et al. 2006e) . GEC equals the total number of electrons in near-Earth space, with the height limitation of about 20 000 km (orbit of GPS satellites). The technique for calculating GEC rests on the GIM technique. The global electron con-tent G is calculated by summing TEC values in each cell (over the set of GIM cells), multiplied by the GIM cell area S ij : where I ij AV are the values of the absolute vertical TEC, indices i and j denote coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the GIM cell.
The unit GECU (10 32 electrons) was introduced to analyse GECs (Afraimovich et al. 2006b ). The regional electron content (REC) can be calculated by analogy to GEC. REC is equal to the number of electrons above the given region. In some cases, one may normalise GEC or REC to the surface area in order to determine mean TEC value over the territory (Yasyukevich et al. 2010 ). This is quite convenient when making comparison with other instruments.
The advantage of using GEC is that local features of ionospheric parameters are smoothed. As a result, regularities that describe state and dynamic regime of the ionosphere can be revealed. GEC values and variations are determined by three main factors: solar activity, magnetospheric processes and processes in the neutral atmosphere. This generalised ionospheric parameter can be thus used as an index which reflects state of near-Earth space. Besides, GEC data can be used to solve inverse problems (to obtain quantitative characteristics of flux of solar UV radiation, etc.).
GEC dynamics during the 23rd solar cycle (1998-2011) is represented by the black curve in Figure 17 . One can see significant GEC variations (from 0.5 to 3.2 GECU) during the 23 solar cycle. GEC adequately reflects solar activity effects on the ionosphere. Comparison between GEC dynamics and time variations of solar radio flux at 10.7-cm wavelength F10.7 (grey dots in Fig. 17 ) proves this fact. We calculated GEC model values with the use of International Reference Ionosphere IRI-2007 (Bilitza & Reinisch 2008 ) (dark-grey curve). One can see quite a good agreement between experimental GEC values and model values.
Papers (Afraimovich et al. 2006b (Afraimovich et al. , 2006c (Afraimovich et al. , 2008a have revealed that GEC is characterised by significant seasonal variations (up to 30%). Maximum seasonal variations are observed at equinoxes. There are also seasonal variations in GEC ratio in the daytime and night-time hemispheres. They are maximal at the summer and winter solstices.
Twenty-seven-day GEC variations are similar to the corresponding variations in F10.7 and in solar UV radiation (correlation coefficient exceeds 0.9). They are, however, on a 2-day delay on average. Relative amplitude of 27-day variations fluctuates from 8% (when solar activity goes up and down) to 2% (at solar maximum). This corresponds to dynamics of active solar features during an 11-year cycle. Comparison with the IRI model has revealed that simulation results correlate well with experimental values. There are, however, some differences. There is difference of 20-40 days (with some delay or lead) between the phase of seasonal variations in the model and in experimental values.
Thus, GEC data are of interest for specifying ionospheric models and mutual verification of global ionospheric maps calculated at various research centres.
In (Afraimovich & Astafyeva 2008) , GEC and REC were used to verify hypothesis about disruption of diurnal TEC variations in the region of the imminent earthquake. Anomalies previously attributed to earthquakes were found to be not local. They are due to the global increase in ionisation throughout the world.
The technique for calculating GEC was developed by K. Hocke (Institute of Applied Physics, University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland) (Hocke 2008) . It is used to analyse ionospheric variations of different periods, as well as global response of the ionosphere to solar flares.
Conclusion
The GPS technique allows analysing different effects on the state of ionospheric plasma. This technique can be used to analyse the state of near-Earth space and the spectrum and composition of disturbances, which generate the ionospheric response, in more detail. GPS data can also be used to detect unauthorised launches of space vehicles. Developments in GNSS, improvements in receiving technology, and expansion of global and regional networks will allow us to improve the accuracy, precision, and reliability of the observations, and thus contribute to both the ionospheric research and its applications.
On 8 November 2009, Prof. Edward L. Afraimovich, leader of our working group, passed away. This article is dedicated to his memory.
